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Abstract

All Argentinean NPPs (2 in operation, 1 under construction), use heavy water as coolant and
moderator. With very different reactor concepts (pressure Vessel and CANDU type designs), the fuel
elements are completely different in its concepts too. Argentina produces both types of fuel elements
at a manufacturing fuel element company, called CONUAR. The very different fuel element's designs
produce a very complex economical behavior in this company, due to the low production scale. The
competitiveness of the Argentinean electric system (Argentina has a market driven electric system)
put another push towards to increase the economical competitiveness of the nuclear fuel cycle. At
present, Argentina has a very active Slightly Enriched Uranium (SEU) Program for the pressure vessel
HWR type, but without strong changes in the fuel concept itself. Then, the Atomic Energy
Commission in Argentina (CNEA) has developed a new concept of fuel element, named CARA,
trying to achieve very ambitious goals, and substantially improved the competitiveness of the nuclear
option. The ambitious targets for CARA fuel element are compatibility (a single fuel element for all
Argentinean's HWR) using a single diameter fuel rod, improve the security margins, increase the
burnup and do not exceed the CANDU fabrication costs. In this paper, the CARA concept will be
presented, in order to explained how to achieve all together these goals. The design attracted the
interest of the nuclear power operator utility (NASA), and the fuel manufacturing company
(CONUAR). Then a new project is right now under planning with the cooperation of three parts
(CNEA - NASA - CONUAR) in order to complete the whole development program in the shortest
time, finishing in the commercial production of CARA fuel bundle. At the end of the this paper,
future CARA development program will be described.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Argentina there are two operating NPPs, Atucha and Embalse in operation. Both used
pressurized heavy water as coolant and are fueled with natural uranium, but they have very different
engineering solutions for the primary system. Embalse is a standard CANDU 6 reactor (horizontal
pressure tube, see figure 1), and Atucha I have vertical fuel channels inside a pressure vessel reactor
(Siemens design, see figure 2). Then, nuclear fuel elements are strongly different (see figures 3 and
4). Embalse uses a national developed CANDU 37 rods fuel element, and Atucha uses a long bundle
similar to PWR rod type, both supplied by a private owned fuel manufacturing company named
CONUAR. That situation of diversified production leads to several complications from the point of
view of the production at commercial level, specially when the competitiveness is a central task in
electricity generation costs.

Present CANDU fuel is a very active design, with a new bundle generation (CANFLEX)
following the present LWR trends, enabling to reach higher burnup with smaller rod diameter and,
consequently lower central temperature, linear and surface heat generation rate. Taking account that
the argentine electric system dispatch for fuel marginal cost, is reasonable to think about a new
generation of advanced nuclear fuels. These fuels must lead, in a first approximation, the most
ambitious points mentioned above but with an additional requirement: one fuel element for both types
of NPPs and to achieve the smallest costs at small scale commercial production.
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FIG. 1: Atucha 1 pressure vessel type reactor.
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FIG. 2: CANDU reactor.
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FIG. 3: Atucha I fuel element.
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FIG. 4: CANDUfuel element.
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2. INITIAL POINT OF VIEW

Instead of small changes in fuel element improvements, we analyze the feasibility study of a
completely new fuel element, for both types of NPPs, name CARA (Combustible Avanzado para
Reactores Argentinos). This fuel element was set up with the following objectives:

1 - Use the same fuel for both NPPs.
2 - Increase the heat transfer area.
3 - Use a single type of fuel rod diameter.
4 - Decrease the fuel center temperature.
5 - Decrease the relation of masses between Zry and Uranium.
6 - Keep the Uranium contents of the more dense fuel.
7 - Do not change the hydraulic pressure drop per channel of each NPP.
8 - High burnup using SEU (Slightly Enriched Uranium)
9 - Do not exceed the fabrication cost of the CANDU fuel.

Due to the CANELEX experience, which have some of the same objectives, but with two
different rod diameters, CARA fuel must explore new choices. If the number of fuel rods is increased,
keeping constant the core pressure drop, the distributed friction will be necessary increased due to the
smaller hydraulic diameter. These facts necessary leads to CANFLEX type design, loosing a single
rod diameter (condition number 3), or use one type of rod diameter loosing uranium mass (condition
number 6). Other option is to change the concentrate pressure drop in order to balance the higher
distributed friction with the same uranium mass.

3. DEFINITION OF THE NUMBER AND LENGTH OF THE FUEL RODS

Analyzing the pressure drop of an Embalse fuel channel [2], and subtracting the distributed
pressure drop [3, 15], we could find the concentrated pressure drop of one CANDU bundle (end plates
and spacers). In reference [4] several changes in the CANDU fuel are studied, and using these data,
pressure drop of the end plates and the spacers in present CANDU 37 rods bundle could be calculated
and checked with our own data set.

As a considerable pressure drop is concentrated in the end plates, if we consider a bundle with
twice of length of the usual CANDU fuel (without compatibily problems with CANDU 6 refueling
machine), we could decrease de hydraulic diameter, increasing the number of rods.
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FIG. 5: Curve with the "mass" and "hydraulic" radius of CANDU and Atucha I
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To check this approach, two type of curves were developed for a given fuel channel, in which
the radius was changed in order to keep constant the uranium mass (mass constant curve) or hydraulic
pressure drop ( Ap constant curve) for different number of rods. Clearly both curves monotonally
decrease for higher rods diameters, and if standard CANDU 6 bundle is taken as a basis, both curves
have the same radius at 37 rods number. At higher rods number, if the Ap is keep constant uranium
mass must decrease (mass constant curve above the hydraulic pressure drop curve).

But if a twice length bundle is used, both curves cross at 66 rods number. The Ap gain for the
end plates number reduction, gives a Ap credit for the distributed friction together with a new concept
for spacer function with only 33 % pressure drop reduction. As CARA fuel element must be
compatible with two types of fuel channels, the most restrictive curve must be used for mass and Ap
curves. Atucha has the most restrictive Ap requirements, and Embalse has the most restrictive mass
requirements. Using both curves, with 1 meter long bundle, approximately 50 rods could be used for
both NPPs, as is shown in figure 5.

4. GEOMETRY OF THE BUNDLE

For the study of different bundles geometries, symbolic algebra languages enable very simple
and fast evaluation; including rod ring rotation and different central rods number. Using this type of
approach, 4 final geometries were studied, with 48 to 52 fuel rods. Finally a 52 bundle geometry was
chosen, due to good simetry and compactness of the array. This geometry, shown in figure 6, have 4,
10, 16 a 22 rods per ring. The reduction of number or plugs and end plates gives a uranium credit that
could be used to increase the bundle uranium mass.

The corresponding pellet diameter is very similar to present smallest CANFLEX radius, but
with slightly greater clad thickness and present gap clearance of CANDU 37 rods bundle.
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FIG. 6: Geometry of the CARA bundle with 52 fuel rods

5. NEUTRONIC CALCULATIONS

Using WEVIS D/4 [8] as a neutronic cell code, the burnup could be estimated using the cell
reactivity evolution, together with the power peaking factor [7], if the proper power densities,
dimensions and geometrical buckling are used. To estimate these results, the burnup could be
calculated as the burnup who equalized the mean reactivity of core of an average cell to the required
excess reactivity for operation.
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TABLE 1. WIMS RESULTS, NEUTRONIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CARA FUEL
ELEMENT FOR CANDU (CNE) AND ATUCHAI (CNA I).

Characteristic

Natural Uranium
Burnup [MWd/THU]
Peak Factor [a.U.]
Uranium .9%
Burnup [MWd/THU]
Peak Factor [a.U.]

CANDU 37

7500
1.1261

14537

Atucha I

6100
1.0936

13466

CARA
(in the CNE)

7529
1.1359

14576
1.1484

CARA
(in the CNA I)

6368
1.07791

14524
1.0838

The BOL excess reactivity, power peaking factor and burnup level could be seen in table 1, for
natural uranium or SEU rods, for both types of Argentinean NPPs.

Using the power evolution, burnup level and peaking factor calculated with WIMS, together
with all the geometric and compositions, a complete thermomechanical behavior could be calculated
for the most restrictive CARA rods.

6. THERMOMECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF FUEL ROD

The power history for a CANDU fuel used for calculation is included in the Figure 7. The
power history sketched reach high power (and then high temperature) and it includes two shutdowns
with a step-by-step increase in the power level after the second shutdown. This hypothetical, but
realistic, power history was defined with demand conditions of irradiation for a real fuel element and
for the BACO code simulation [9 and 10]. Starting with that power history we extrapolate the
respective history for the equivalent CARA fuel conditions in a CANDU reactor correcting by the
neutronic cell calculation model. The extrapolation is based on the burnup extension and the
adaptation of linear power levels of the CARA fuel. The extension in burnup is 15000 MWd/tonUO2

and the linear power is reduced up to a 72 % of the original value.

The Figure 8 represents the BACO code output for the temperature center of the UO2 pellet for
a CANDU fuel rod and for the equivalent CARA fuel using its associated power history (Figure 7).
CARA fuel allows a decrement of temperature of 500°C at the maximum power level. The Figure 9
represents the local power history of the seventh axial segment of a 5 meter long Atucha I fuel
element (from the top of fuel and taking account ten axial segments). The seventh segment is the axial
section most demanded during irradiation, it includes a maximum power level of 547 W/cm. The
CARA fuel extrapolation corresponds with the forth module of a CARA assembly in Atucha I (the
forth CARA module is equivalent with the seventh Atucha segment). The burnup at end of life is
14750 MWd/tonU02 and the power level is reduced a 73.4 % of the original Atucha fuel value.

The maximum temperature for the Atucha fuel at the pellet center is 1850°C during the
maximum power level (see Figure 10). The calculated temperature for the equivalent CARA module
is 1340°C, that is a decrease of 510°C.

The BACO code calculations show: temperature decreasing, smallest fission gas release, no
restructuring and no central hole, lowest thermal expansion, and finally a best tolerance of the
CARA's dimensional parameters. This allows to best manufacturing tolerance with an improvement
in the dishing and shoulder of the pellet, and small plenum.

BACO code validity is sustained with the participation in the IAEA's Co-Ordinated Research
Project on Fuel Modelling at Extended Burnup - CRP FUMEX [12, 13 y 14], the Atucha and CANDU
experience, irradiation provided by international literature and own experimental irradiation.
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FIG. 7: Averaged power history for a CANDUfuel rod and the equivalent history for the CARAfuel in
CANDU NPP.
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FIG. 8: Averaged temperature at the pellet center of a CANDU fuel rod and the temperature for the
equivalent CARAfuel.
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FIG. 9: Local power history for the seventh segment of a fuel rod of the Atucha I NPP and the equivalent
history for the CARAfuel in Atucha I.
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FIG. 10: Local temperature in the seventh segment of a fuel rod for Atucha I and the temperature for an
equivalent module of the CARAfuel.
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FIG. 11: Picture of the CARAfuel element.

FIG. 12: Picture of the CARAfuel element.
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FIG. 13: Picture of the CARAfuel element.

FIG. 14: Picture of the CARAfuel element.
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7. CARA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

The CARA design, attracted the interest of the nuclear power operator utility in Argentina
(NASA), and the fuel element manufacturing company (CONUAR). Then a new project is right now
under planning with the cooperation of three partners (CNEA - NASA - CONUAR) in order complete
the whole development program in the shortest time, finishing in the commercial production of CARA
fuel bundle for both type of reactors.

The strong economics advantages of the new fuel, together with the excellent experience for the
close to commercial SEU Atucha program, put strong incentives for the fastest fuel development up to
commercial level.

Present CARA project, including an Atucha and Embalse program irradiation and post
irradiation analysis, looks for an ambitious tasks of 4 years of time span.

At present, the design and independent verification analysis have included mechanical,
neutronic, hydraulic and termohydraulic computer code calculations (including sub channel models),
using tools already validated in the SEU project.

For Atucha channel assembly, for types of Atucha bundles options are available, using all the
options five CARA bundles compatibles with CANDU 6, with minor changes in the end plates for
both reactors. These changes in end plates do not affect the standardization costs reduction because
the end plate welding is the latest step in bundle fabrication..

One demonstration bundle have been build by CONUAR, that could be seen in figures 11, 12,
13 and 14, and too much activities are now under way in CARA development. All the development
centers of CNEA are now involved in CARA project, together with CONUAR. The official
presentation of the project have been done in CNEA, and technical meetings with NASA and the
National Nuclear Regulatory Authority have been done, with excellent results and prospect for the
CARA project

8. CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility study of an advanced SEU fuel element, compatible with CANDU 6 and Atucha
type reactor have been successfully done, using a single rod diameter, as an essential task for
economic production in Argentina. Then a new project is very advanced with the strongest
commitment of the utility and the fuel element fabrication company. The condition of the present
project is to developed the CARA fuel element at the shortest time, finishing with the commercial
production of CARA bundles.
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